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New five-year warranty available on medical refrigeration  

When it comes to choosing safe, reliable and energy efficient temperature controlled storage 

for drugs and vaccines, care and nursing homes can take even more comfort from Lec 

Medical’s range of refrigeration, as selected models now come complete with a five-year 

warranty on parts and labour.  

A popular choice amongst care and nursing homes nationwide, the warranty offers peace of 

mind when investing in new refrigeration equipment and reflects the confidence in the quality 

and reliability of the Lec Medical brand. 

Carolyn Holland, Senior Product Manager at Lec Medical explains: “Many residents at care 

and nursing homes depend on vital medicines and drugs that need secure and safe storage 

in specialist medical refrigerators to provide strict temperature control. It is now reassuring 

for these establishments to know that in the event of malfunction, the appliance is fully 

covered by our new warranty for five full years. 

 

“Investing in new refrigeration equipment is a major purchase for many care and nursing 

homes and this extended warranty makes it worthwhile to upgrade to a model that provides 

the ultimate in design, performance, energy efficiency and security.” 

 

Encompassing 16 fridges that all sport a striking green top cover, Lec Medical’s refrigeration 

range with five year warranty features a line-up of countertop and under-counter units, as 

well as freestanding and large capacity models.  
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These models also boast a number of innovative design features. These include a unique 

antimicrobial handle for improved hygiene, and a custom designed digital controller that 

shows the internal air temperature to 0.1⁰C for improved accuracy. Greater energy efficiency 

and reduced running costs also come as standard, courtesy of the environment-friendly 

R600a refrigerant cooling system. 

 

All models also feature a sturdy, robust design and smaller 845mm high under counter 

models meet the needs of those practices where space is at a premium. Roller castors for 

easier moving and cleaning on the rear of all models also come as standard, and all models 

boast an internal fan, whilst most have a fitted light. 

-Ends- 

For further information on the refrigeration range with extended warranty, please contact 

0844 815 3742.  

The Lec Medical brand is part of Glen Dimplex Professional Appliances (GDPA) that in turn 

is part of the multi-national Glen Dimplex Group. Visit www.lec-medical.co.uk or 

www.twitter.com/lec_medical   
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Photo-caption: 

Pictured here, Selected models within the Lec 

Medical’s refrigeration range now come 

complete with an extended five-year warranty on 

parts and labour for complete peace of mind. 
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